
Abstract. The number of patients suffering from diabetes
mellitus is constantly rising worldwide, and diabetic
retinopathy (DR) has become the most frequent cause of
postnatal blindness. Vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) is known to play a central role during DR
development. Thus, inhibiting the effects of VEGF may
hamper the disease progression, and gene transfer of the
soluble VEGF receptor sflt-1 is an attractive approach for this
purpose. However, the lack of suitable animal models hindered
the evaluation of this strategy. Recently, the spontaneously
diabetic non-obese Torii (SDT) rat was established and is
considered as one of the ideal models for human DR. In this
study, we evaluated the efficacy of gene therapy in SDT rats
by using adeno-associated viral vectors (AAV-sflt-1) injected
into the subretinal space. Thirty weeks later, the progression
of DR was assessed by fluorescein angiography using three
parameters; the presence of an avascular area, extensive
hyperfluorescein and arterial narrowing. These changes were
significantly less evident in the ‘treated’ eyes than in the
control. No adverse effects were observed throughout the
study. These results indicate that local sflt-1 gene transfer
inhibits DR progression in SDT rats and offers powerful
therapeutic potential for the management of human DR.

Introduction

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is one of the major complications
of diabetes mellitus (DM), and the most frequent cause of
postnatal blindness (1,2). The number of patients suffering

from DM is steadily increasing worldwide (3), and the
prevention of DR has become a matter of great importance.
Unfortunately, the number of patients who are losing their
vision due to DR is increasing despite the technological
advancements, especially laser photocoagulation and vitreous
surgery. Therefore, the development of a novel therapeutic
approach to prevent DR progression has a vital significance.

Proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR) is an advanced
form of DR characterized by neovascularization, vitreous
hemorrhage and tractional retinal detachment. Although a
number of biochemical changes, including increased polyol
pathway activity (4,5), activation of protein kinase C (6-8)
and accumulation of advanced glycation end-products (9,10)
were reported in the development of PDR, vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF), a potent endothelial cell-
specific mitogen, plays a critical role in the angiogenesis of
PDR (11-13). The actions of VEGF are mediated by the fms-
like receptors, Flt-1 and Flk-1/KDR, which are expressed on
vascular endothelial cells, and result in endothelial cell
proliferation, migration, and increased vasopermeability with
tyrosine kinase activity (14-17). Expression of VEGF is
upregulated by hypoxia, and increased vitreous VEGF levels
were observed in patients with PDR (12,18,19). Moreover,
overexpression of VEGF by photo-receptors in transgenic
mice promoted retinal neovascular-ization (20), whereas
antagonists for VEGF suppressed neovascularization in the
retina and iris (13,21,22). A soluble form of the VEGF
receptor Flt-1 (sFlt-1) is the only known endogenous specific
inhibitor for VEGF, and has drawn considerable attention for
its potential clinical application in the inhibition of
angiogenesis (23-28). It lacks the immuno-globulin-like
domain, the transmembrane spanning region and the
intracellular tyrosine-kinase domain. The anti-angiogenic
activity of sFlt-1 results from the inhibition of VEGF by two
mechanisms; the sequestration of VEGF and the formation of
inactive heterodimers with membrane spanning isoforms of
the VEGF receptors Flt-1 and KDR (26,29). Studies have
shown that the administration of viral vectors encoding sflt-1
inhibited retinal neovascularization in animal models (30,31).
However, the actual merits of sFlt-1 in clinically relevant DR
models have not been evaluated.
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Recently, a spontaneously diabetic, non-obese Torii
(SDT) rat strain was established from the Sprague-Dawley
lineage (32). The animals develop DM at ~20 weeks of age
and later manifest DR, which is characterized by tractional
retinal detachment, retinal hemorrhage, extensive venous
dilatation, extensive hyperfluorescence and a non-perfusion
area beyond 55 weeks of age (33). These findings are similar
to those found in DR patients; therefore, the SDT rat is one
of the best-suited models for studying human DR.

Adeno-associated viral (AAV) vectors are becoming
popular in the field of gene therapy because of their safety
and long-term effectiveness (34,35). A number of studies
have demonstrated the efficacy of ocular gene therapy using
AAV vectors (30,36), and vectors derived from serotype 5
(rAAV5) showed the highest utility for retinal gene transfer
among serotypes tested (37-39). For this reason, we set out to
test the utility of gene therapy on preventing DR in SDT rats
using an rAAV5 vector encoding human sflt-1 (rAAV5-sflt-1).

Materials and methods

rAAV vector construction and production. The sflt-1 cDNA
was amplified by PCR from the cDNA library of human
umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC). The in vitro effect
of sflt-1 expression was confirmed according to a method
previously reported (40,41). Briefly, a plasmid was transfected
into 293 cells with the Ca-phosphate method, the medium
from 293 cells was added at specified dilutions to a 96-well
plate containing HUVEC, and the cell density was assessed.
An rAAV5 vector encoding sflt-1 cDNA driven by the human
cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter (rAAV5-CMV-sflt-1)
was constructed (Fig. 1). rAAV vectors were produced with
an adenovirus-free system, and were purified by ultra-
centrifugation through an Iodixanol (Axis-Shield PoC AS,
Oslo, Norway) gradient followed by dialysis (42,43). The
titers of the vector stocks were determined by quantitative
dot-blot analysis using a BAS-1500 image analyzer (Fuji
Film, Tokyo, Japan). 

Animals. All animal experiments were performed in
accordance with the standards in the Guide for the Care and
Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH publication no. 85-23) and
the institutional guidelines. Male SDT rats, provided by the
Association for the Spontaneously Diabetic Torii Rat, were
used in this study. Standard rodent diet and water were
provided ad libitum. Casual blood glucose levels were
measured by the glucose-oxydase method every four weeks
using Glutest A (Sanwa Chemical, Tokyo, Japan). Glyco-
sylated hemoglobin (HbA1c) was measured with a latex
agglutination test (SRL, Tokyo, Japan), and plasma sFlt-1
levels were determined using a commercially available ELISA
kit (Bender MedSystems, San Bruno, CA) at the end of the
study. 

Subretinal injection of vector solution. Rats at the age of
27 weeks were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection
of pentobarbital sodium (1 mg/kg), and 0.4% oxybuprocaine
chloride eye drops were used for additional analgesia. All
surgical procedures were performed under a surgical
microscope. The tip of a 10-mm 39-gauge nylon needle

(Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, NY), mounted on a 10-μl
Hamilton syringe, was inserted into the subretinal space
through the sclera and ~10 μl of viral suspension was injected.
Treated eyes received rAAV5-CMV-sflt-1 (4x1010 vector
genome/eye) plus rAAV5 expressing ß-galactosidase
(rAAV5-CMV-lacZ, 1x1010 vector genome/eye). Control
eyes received only rAAV-CMV-lacZ (1x1010 viral genome/
eye). 

Fluorescein-dextran microscopy and quantification of DR.
Thirty weeks after the vector administration, the progression
of DR was evaluated using fluorescein angiography (FAG).
Cardiac perfusion was performed with 1 ml of PBS containing
50 mg of fluorescein-labeled dextran (fluorescein isothio-
cyanate-dextran; MW, 2x106 daltons; Sigma, St Louis, MO),
after administration of a lethal dose of pentobarbital sodium.
The eyes were enucleated, the cornea and lens were removed,
and the retina dissected from the eyecup. The retina was cut
radially and flat-mounted on a glass slide without fixation. A
drop of aqueous mounting medium (Crystal/mount, Biomeda
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Figure 1. Structure of rAAV vectors. (A) rAAV5-CMV-sflt-1 vector. (B)
rAAV-CMV-lacZ vector. ITR, inverted terminal repeat of AAV serotype 5;
CMV, human cytomegalovirus promoter; GH, human growth hormone first
intron enhancer; Poly (A), SV40 early poly A. 

Figure 2. Blood glucose levels of animals during the study. All rats
developed diabetes mellitus by the time of subretinal vector administration,
and high glucose levels continued throughout the study. Data were shown as
mean ± SD, (n=8). FAG, fluorescein angiography.
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Corp, Foster City, CA) was applied over the retina and allowed
to dry. Then the whole flat-mounted retina was examined by
fluorescent microscopy (Nikon Labphoto, Nikon, Tokyo,
Japan). Without providing information on the vectors injected,
the status of DR was determined using the following three
parameters: the presence of an avascular area, extensive
hyperfluorescence, and arterial narrowing. Each parameter
was scored from 0 (none) to 3 (severe) based upon the
findings of FAG. The score for each eye was compared and
analyzed using the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test. Rats that did

not show DR in either of the eyes were excluded from the
study. To confirm the subretinal injection of vector solution,
X-gal staining of the eye was performed after FAG.

Results

Effect of sFlt-1 in vitro. To prove the biological activity of
the protein produced from the sflt-1 cDNA in vitro, we
incubated HUVEC with different dilutions of media from 293
cells transfected with the plasmid. The conditioned media
from transfected cells inhibited proliferation of HUVEC in a
dose-dependent manner, whereas media from untransfected
cells had no effect on HUVEC proliferation (data not shown).

Development of DM in SDT rats. All rats developed DM by
35 weeks of age and high blood glucose levels continued
throughout the study (Fig. 2). At the end of the study, HbA1c
levels in all rats were high (9.4±0.95%; means ± SD), and
plasma sFlt-1 was not detected. No adverse effects of sFlt-1
gene therapy were observed throughout the study. 

Evaluation of efficacy of gene transfer into the retina. Thirty
weeks after the vector administration, FAG was performed to
determine the progression of DR. DR was diagnosed using
three parameters, arterial narrowing, pooling of fluorescein
and a non-perfusion area, and the severity of these parameters
were evaluated. The scores of DR in the treated eyes were
significantly less than those in the control eyes (Fig. 3A and
B; Fig. 4). X-gal staining demonstrated that the LacZ protein
was produced in the retinal tissue after transduction with the
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Figure 3. Fluorescein microangiography (FAG) of the rats 30 weeks after vector administration. (A) FAG from AAV5-CMV-lacZ injected rats. (B) FAG from
rAAV5-CMV-sflt-1 plus rAAV5-CMV-lacZ injected rats. The leakage from the fluorescein spot and avascular area are less extensive in B than in A, thus
indicating that the progression of diabetic retinopathy is less marked in the rats treated with rAAV5-CMV-sflt-1. (C) A typical X-gal staining of the rat retina
showing the distribution of the transduced tissue after subretinal injection of the rAAV-CMV-lacZ vector.

Figure 4. Diabetic retinopathy score of the rats evaluated at the end of the
study. The Wilcoxon signed-ranks test demonstrates that the scores for the
treated eyes are significantly less than those for the control eyes (n=8,
p<0.05). 
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rAAV5 vector, and the transgene expression persisted for
over 30 weeks after vector administration (Fig. 3C). 

Discussion

VEGF is supposedly one of the most essential factors in
retinal neovascularization during DR progression. The
inhibition of retinal neovascularization by sflt-1 gene transfer
in animal models has been demonstrated in earlier reports
(30,31). However, since the mechanisms underlying neo-
vascularization in these models were not related to hyper-
glycemia, the effectiveness of sFlt-1 in inhibiting DR had not
been estimated. To shed light on this issue, a more clinically
relevant model has long been awaited. The recently
developed SDT rat model is a candidate for this purpose.
This model is unique because its diabetic status mimics
human NIDDM rather than IDDM. The animals can live for
1 year after the onset of DM without insulin, with a gradual
maturation of DR. Therefore, this model is a valuable tool
because it can reflect mid- to late-stage human DR associated
with NIDDM (32,33). However, this model has certain
drawbacks as well. First, the disease progression is much
slower than that in other ‘conventional’ animal models, and
DR can be observed mainly after 55 weeks of age. Therefore,
one series of experiments requires a long time period. Second,
these animals are prone to death, probably due to the
complications of DM. Unfortunately, the number of animals
decreases before they develop sufficient disease severity.
Therefore, to ensure valid results, the sample size of each
group needs to be sufficiently large. 

This study aimed to demonstrate the efficacy of gene
therapy in preventing DR disease progression. For this
purpose, we injected the vector soon after the onset of DM,
and the efficacy was evaluated at the age of full-blown DR.
Considering that a preventive action was significant in this
study, a more precise examination of whether short-term sflt-1
expression is sufficient to prevent DR progression or has an
effect in reversing the DR status should be considered for
future study. A more difficult task includes determining
effective methods to develop this strategy into a clinically
realized therapy. Generally, if the therapeutic efficacy is
proven in small animals, additional experiments need to be
performed on larger animals prior to conducting clinical
trials. Regarding DR, no appropriate model has been found in
species of large animals. Proliferative DR-like changes were
observed in a galactose-fed dog model (44). Nevertheless,
this model requires up to 7 years to establish mature DR,
which is impractical in a preclinical study. Development of
novel large animal models for this purpose is ideal but not
practical due to the uncertainty of success in establishing
such models during a defined time range. Resolving this
problem may not be easy; however, we believe that before
clinical trials are considered, further studies using large
animals are essential.

In this study, the area of transgene expression was
sufficiently wide to protect vision, and the expression continued
for over 30 weeks after the injection, indicating that rAAV-
mediated ocular gene transfer via a single injection of vector
solution could lead to a long-term therapeutic effect. The area
of sflt-1 expression should be comparable to that of X-gal

staining, although human sFlt-1 in the retina was undetectable
by immunohistochemistry. This may have occurred probably
due to technical difficulties in localizing the soluble antigen
(31). Therefore, ocular gene transfer under the present
experimental conditions is a practical approach. Nonetheless,
DR progression was suppressed partially and not completely.
At present, it is unclear whether the incomplete suppression
was due to the residual actions of VEGF or the uninhibited
activity of an alternative angiogenic factor (45). Regarding
the latter, a combination of transgenes that act on different
aspects of angiogenesis may increase the efficacy of gene
therapy for DR prevention.  

In patients with DM, VEGF is closely involved in the
degree of complication. Elevated VEGF levels in the retina
may worsen the DR status and cause visual loss (11,12), while
high systemic VEGF levels induce neovascularization,
improving ischemic conditions. If circulating sFlt-1 levels
affect systemic VEGF levels, DM patients may develop
ischemic heart disease, diabetic neuropathy, and diabetic
gangrene. To avoid these adverse effects, local sFlt-1 delivery
and VEGF inhibition is necessary. In this study, plasma sFlt-1
levels were not elevated after subretinal vector administration,
and no adverse effects of sflt-1 gene transfer were observed.
Therefore, the subretinal administration of a vector solution
and neutralization of the VEGF activity in situ appear to be
appropriate measures that should be adopted to achieve our
goal. 

In conclusion, we demonstrated the successful prevention
of DR in SDT rats by using an rAAV vector-encoding sflt-1
gene. These findings strongly suggest the efficacy of sFlt-1
for DR and the usefulness of rAAV5 for ocular gene transfer.
Further studies are necessary to develop and optimize ocular
gene therapy for human DR.
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